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BEST PRACTICE 1 

“IMPLEMENTATION OF GREEN INITIATIVES” 

 

This document includes information regarding: 

 The Green Campus, Energy and Environment Policy 

 Green Cover in campus 

 Use of Bicycles/ Battery Powered Vehicles  

 Plastic-free Campus 

 Restricted Entry of Automobiles 

 Pedestrian-friendly Pathways 

 Landscaping 

 Solar Energy 

 Rain Water Harvesting 

 Waste Water Recycling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 The Green Campus, Energy and Environment Policy 

Scope of the Policy: The Green Campus, Energy and Environment Policies will develop 

exciting new co-curricular and extracurricular practices that encourage students to take 

the lead in creating positive change. These initiatives call for a thorough review of all 

infrastructural, administrative functions from the standpoints of energy efficiency, 

sustainability and the environment. The focus areas of this policy are:  

 Clean Campus Initiatives  

 

 Landscaping Initiatives  

 

 Clean Air Initiatives  

 Smoking Free Campus  

 

 Infrastructure   

 Solar Power Plant 

 Installation of Energy Efficiency Equipment 

 Water Conservation through Rainwater Harvesting System 

 

 Waste Management processes  

 Solid Waste Management  

 Liquid Waste Management  

 E-Waste Management  

 

 Awareness Initiatives  

 Environment-centric Student Societies and Department Activities  

 Plastic-Free Campus  

Objectives of the Policy:   

 To protect and conserve ecological systems and resources within the campus.   

 To ensure judicious use of environmental resources to meet the needs and aspirations of 

the present and future generations.   

 To integrate environmental concerns into policies, plans and programmes for social 

development and outreach activities.   

 To work with all stakeholders and the local community to raise awareness and seek the 

adoption of environmental good practice and the reduction of any adverse effects on the 

environment.   



 

 
 

 To continuously improve our contribution to climate protection and adaptation to climate 

change and to the conservation of global resources.   

 To continuously improve the efficient use of all resources, including energy and water, 

and to reduce consumption and the amount of waste produced, recovering and recycling 

waste where possible.   

 To make the campus plastic free.   

Policy:  

For Clean Campus Initiatives, GGI has pledged to actively coordinate cleanliness activities in the 

Institute and beyond the campus in accordance with the vision of “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan”. It 

commits to continue with this Programme. The broad vision is as follows:  

1. Generating mass awareness on cleanliness and hygiene amongst students and staff members 

by holding regular cleanliness drives. The idea is to motivate them to contribute in a proactive 

manner.  

2. Activities under ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ will be a key component of all the volunteers of the 

campus.  

3. Staff Members will be encouraged to participate in the cleanliness drive in the campus.  

4. Remove all kinds of waste material like broken furniture, unusable equipment etc.  

5. Administer of the pledge by students and staff members to maintain cleanliness of the college 

campus and its surrounding areas on an annual basis.  

6. Conduct workshops on the 3Rs: Reduce Reusing and Recycling of waste.  

7. Commit to manage waste and maintain clean campus especially during institute’s events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 Green Campus 

 

Institutes have planted variety of Herbal, Medicinal, Fruit, Ornamental, and other value 

added trees for making the campus green. The responsibility for its maintenance and up-

gradation lies with the Department of Agriculture. The description of plants has also been 

added so as to make an impact on the visitors about green bodies.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Restricted Entry of Automobiles 
 

To maintain the campus cleanliness, there are certain restrictions for entry of vehicles 

and there is a proper parking area in the campus.  

 



 

 
 

 Use of Bicycles/ Battery Powered Vehicles 
 

To maintain the cleanliness of the campus and keep it pollution-free, there are certain 

restrictions for entry of vehicles. 

 

                    
 

 

 



 

 
 

 Pedestrian Friendly Pathways 

Beyond a parking point, visitors are allowed to follow a pedestrian friendly pathway or they 

can opt for a battery powered vehicles parked near Visitors Parking Area at the main entry 

gate. 

 

 

   



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Plastic Free Campus 
 

The institutes have made a policy to limit use of non recyclable plastic in the campus. As 

such use of plastic disposable cups, glasses and plates etc. in the canteen and at other 

places has been banned. 

  

  
 



 

 
 

 Landscaping with Trees and Plants 
 

The campus is spread over 24 acres, having pollution free and lush green 

surroundings. 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 Solar Energy- 

In a step towards environmental consciousness, Global Group of Institutes became first in 

the region among the self financed technical institutes to install a solar plant. We have 

installed 213 Kilowatts Roof Top Solar Power plant. It is expected to generate over 

3,00,000 units per year. This will be catering to nearly 60 per cent of the institutes total 

power consumption. The installed solar power plant will reduce the carbon footprints 

emissions by 289845 Kgs annually.  This initiative is not only a step towards reduced 

dependence on oil and fossil fuels rather a strong gesture in maintaining and protecting 

the green environment. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Rain Water Harvesting 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Waste Water Recycling 
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PREFACE

Data collection for energy audit of the Global Group of Institutions was cagied out by the team

during November-December,202l. This audit was conducted to seek oppor-tunities to improve

the energy efficiency of the campus. Reduction of energy consumption while maintaining or
improving human comfoft, health and safety were of primary concern. Beyond simply
identifying the energy consumption pattern, this audit sought to identify the most energy efficient
appliances" Moreover, some daily practices relating common appliances have been provided
which may help reducing the energy consumption.

The report accounts for the energy consumption patterns of the academic area, oentral facilities
and hostels based on actual survey and detailed analysis during the audit. The work encompasses

the area wise consumption traced using suitable equipments. The analysis was carried out with
software MS-Excel' The repoft compiles a list of possible actions to conserve and efficiently
access the available scarce resources and their saving potential was also identified, We Iook

forward towards optimization that the authorities, students and staff would follow the

recommendations in the best possible way.

The report is based on certain generalizations and approximations wherever necessary" The

views expressed may not reflect the general opinion. They merely represent the opinion of the

team guided by the interviews of consumers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Clobal Croup of Institutes rvere fbundecl by Dr 1l S Chancli and Dr Akashdeep Singh Chandi.

rvho had the vision for creating a trul;..' u,orld class institutes u,hich rvosld ci:ter 1o thc nccds 
'{'

Indian atrc'l Overseas lndustrl'. Rcsearch and I;ducational lnstitutions. Clobal Ciroup r;f Institgtcs

lrave tremcrtdoLrsl-v gr.rwn since their inception in 2A08 anrJ are r.r,ell knorvn fbr i,rparti'g the

Qualitl,' Hclucation in the reqion.

Clobal Croup of Institilres heive allvays bccn led fiom rhr' front by promirrcnt acadenricians as

Directors' and it is evident fiom the fact that previous Directors conlributeci 1ix- long perio6s at

bench nrark Institutes of the Countrf inclLrcting lSR()" Ill". NI'l- etc. -ihe institutes ol-ibr

l/ndergraduate ancl Post CiradrtaLc Programmes and Doctoral Prograr,rmes in rhe ijell o1.

Engineering, Management. Pharntacy and Colnputer Applicatklns. These institutes are approvecl

b-v All India Council fbr "l'echnical Hducation. Phamacy Council of Inclia and at1,liated with
IKC-Prrn"lab Technical [Jniversity,' .lalantlltarpsBTE & lr chancligarl.r.

We have undergorre accreditalion of lrighest ievcl likc \AAC rvhiclr cnsures the balance

befi'veen high academicr qtraliti rncl pr,,f-cssional relevance antl the necds sf"1he corporatc w'r1i
are r.vell irltegratcd into prograt-nmcs, activities anrl proccsses.

I'rclllorving Institutes have been rttergecl alrri renanred as Clobal Croup ol'lnstitutes as per AIC'tr'[:

zLlt9-202{\

l.Ctobal Institute o{'Managerlent & [merging'fechnologies (]:std 2008. I;or l].'fech, M.Tech,

MBA & MCA)

2.Clobal Institute ol'Management (listd 2008. lbr MBA. IlllA. BCA, Ii.Cor11(Hons). Airlines
Tourism, i{otel Managelneni, Agriculture" Mt,S)

3.Clobal Pol,vtechnic College (Estd 2013. for l\{8. CI;. EE. CSE)

4.Globat Instilute ol' Phannacy ( Ilstii 2018 l-or pharnrac,r,)

1"1 OBJECTIVE OF ENERGY AUDIT EXERCISE

The objective of Energy Audit is to promote the idea of Energy Conservation in the Campus of
Global Group of Institutions Campus, Amritsar. The purpose of the energy audit is to identify,
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quantify, describe and prioritize cost saving measures relating to energy use in the Hostels,

Departments and Institute Central Facilities.

The work eligible for Energy Audit Study should be directed towards:

oldentification of areas of energy wastage and estimation of energy saving potential in

Hostels, Departments and Institute Central Facilities.

. Suggesting cost-effective measures to improve the efficiency of energy use.

o Estimation of implementation costs and payback periods for each recommended action.

o Documenting results & vital information generated through these activities.

. ldentification of possible usages of co-generation, renewable sources of energy (say Solar

Energy) and recommendations for implementation, wherever possible, with cost benefit

analysis.

1.2 ANALYSIS OF AREA OF USE

Identifying where energy is used is,'sefulbecause it identifies r,vhich areas the audit should focLrs

on and raises arvareness of energy use and cost. The results of the anall'sis can be r"rsed in the

review of management structures and procedures for controlling energy use"

Analysis of energy Lrse call be done by installing sub lneters in dil'ferent plant locations to

pinpoint aotual energy usage per area. This is a good source'data tbr allocating energy use. The

plant manager can also Iist all equiprnent used and the corresponding operating hours. With this

intorrnation. spreadsheet can be created and oharts useful for analysis rnay be generated.

Important Points to Consider When Collecting Load Data:

il. Usage - The usage of the ecluiprnents in terrns of hours per day and days per year can be

collected lrom key persons in Hostels. departments etc. It is important to ensure the

accuracy of this data because nruch of the potential fcir energy' savings lies on rvise

allocation of the equipment's operating hours.

b. Actual power consumed - Actual power consumpti<ln is measured lry Wattrreter.

c. Supplementary Information - Some other supplementary information are also collected

such as state of insulation in case of ACs or availability of natural light etc.

6



1.3 IDEI{TIFICATION OF TARGET AREAS

opportunities fbr energy savings can range from the sinrplest, such as lighting retrofits, to the
ntost oomplex such as the installation of a cogeneration plant. After the preliminary i<ientification
of opportunities' tnore time should be spent on those which have shofier payback periods.

1.4 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The identified energy c<lnservation opporlunities should be analyzed in terms of the costs of
implernenting the pro.ject versus the benet'its that can be gained. Say ftlr example. if we 

'vish 
to

install a heat plate exchanger to recover u,aste heat. we n.lLrst calculate the total cost of
installation and oompare that with the savings derived frorn recovering r,vaste heat.

1.5 ACTION PLAN TO SET IMPLEMEI{TATION PRIORITY

After passing the cost benefit test, an action plan should be developed to ensure that the
opportunities identifled are implemented.'I'he action plan shoLrld include all the major steps fbr
implementing the opporltrrtity as wetl as the people responsible. F-urthernrore, there should be a

plan fcrr monitoring the results.

t
t'
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2. ENERGY AUDIT METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step process comprising of:

1. Data Collection - In preliminary data collection phase, exhaustive data collection was

performed using different tools such as observation, interviewing key persons, and

measurements.

2. Data Analysis - Detailed analysis of data collected was done using MS-Excel" The

database generated by MS-Excel was used for producing graphical representations.

3. Recommendation - On the basis of results of data analysis and observations, some steps

for reducing power consumption without affecting the comfofi and satisfaction were

recommended along with their cost analysis.

2"1 DATA COLLECTION

For suggesting any corrective measures to reduce power consumption, it is first necessary to
know the power consumption pattern in detail. For this, the exhaustive data collection exercise

was performed at all the departments, academic centers, hostels, and other supporting entities

such as library, computer centre etc.

Following steps were taken for data collection:

o The team went to each department, centre, hostels etc.

o Information about the general electrical appliances was collected by observation and

interviewing.

o The power consumption of appliances, rated power was used (cFL for example).

o The details of usage of the appliances were collected by interviewing key persons e.g.

warden (in case of hostels), caretaker (in case of departments) etc.

' Light intensity was measured using lux meters at the places where light intensity was

either very low or very high.
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. In case of Air conditioning, insulation was checked by visual inspection"

Approximations and generalizations were done at places with lack of information.

2.2 DATA ANALYSIS

In data analysis, the data collected is processed to draw significant conclusions to pinpoint

loopholes and identify the areas to focus upon. Analysis of the power consumption observations

obtained was used to obtain the power consumption pattern and also to get the information about

the points where electric power is wasted.

2.3 RECOMMENDATION

Energy as well as cost analysis of different appliances were performed and recommendations

were made based on the capital cost recovery time.

Following were the steps involved in this process:

o The capital cost involved in replacing an appliance and/or process was estimated. The

energy saving by the move was calculated in terms of price of energy per year.

oThese two costs were compared to calculate the capital cost recovery time which is defined as

the total time by which the saving in energy bill balances the capital cost involved.

If capital cost recovery time is less than the product life, the move can be supported. Some

other recommendations were also made which are based on lighting intensity, AC insulation

etc"

9



3. ANALYSIS OF POWER CONSUMPTION

With the use of MS-Excel, we have analyzed the power consumption by equipment, application

as well as location. Here is the summary of the analysis presented in form of charts for better

understanding.

3.1 OVERALL CAMPUS

There are 3 hostels, 1l academic departments, I academic center, and supporting infrastructures

like central library, computer center, and administrative block (Main Building) in Global

Institutions campus. The campus has a connected load of 495kVA and Contract demand of
550kVA. The consumption detail for last l2 months are shown graphically below. The first

figure shows the variation of Maximum demand over the last year.
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The following figure shows the trend line for kWh consumption.

kWh Trend
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Fig3.2 Trend line for kWh consumption

The following figure shows trend line for kVAh consumption
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The area wise consumption for one month is as given by the bar chart below:

Department wise consumption
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Fig 3.4 Department wise consumption

From the above it is seen that workshc;'s are using the highest amount of power followed by Computer

Science department (CSE).

A point to note in the above chan is the higher consumption of CSE and IT as compared to other

departments which in itself explains how ACs and Computers affect the consumption

distribution. Small consumption of other departments is due to their small size. Classrooms have

higher consumption because of having higher lighting and fan load. ln the workshop, Machine

Shop and Welding Shop are the maximum power consuming workshops due to Arc Welding sets

and other machines.

3.1.1 LOCATION WISE ANALYSIS OF CAMPUS:

The location wise distribution of power consumption in the campus has been shown in the

following chart
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Location Wise consumption Pattern of overall
Campus

As the chart suggests, major power consuming areas are central facilities (23%) and rooms in

hostels (37%). After that there are laboratories (21%), classrooms (7oh), toilets (5%), other

offices (4%), mess (3%).

Laboratories with 2lo/o share in power consumption are very important area to focus for

improving energy efficiency of the campus. In case of computer labs, wise use of computers and

ACs is required to reduce the consumption. ln other labs also, wise use of lighting and other

appliances can largely reduce the consumption.

Rooms in hostels are major contributor to energy inefficiency due to poor practices. Also. for

new hostels to come, it is advised that LED tube lights should be used for lighting and star

rated,tsLDC fans should be used. Corridors and toilets are the areas where automation can be

used to reduce the consumption largely.

3.1.2 APPLICATION WISB ANALYSIS OF CAMPUS:

Application wise analysis of overall campus has been carried out to find out the application areas

with relatively higher power consumption. The results of the application wise analysis of power

consumption in Global Institutions campus have been summarized in the following chart
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Application wise consumption pattern of
overall campus

It's quite clear from the chart that maximum power is wasted in comfort applications (16%) such

as room coolers, air conditioners, room heaters etc" To reduce the consumption in these

applications, awareness about the energy conservation is very important and effective step.

Lighting with 2lohof total powerconsumption is an application where energy efficiency can be

achieved very easily by replacing old appliances by new efficient ones.

Office applications include computers, printers, scanners, Xerox machines etc. and contribute as

high as 17% of total consumption. Replacing CRT monitors by LCD monitors can drastically

reduce consumption of this application area.

Air eirculation appliances (fans) having share of l7o/o, are also among major culprits in energy

inefficiency.

Washing/bathing/cleaning include geysers, water coolers, water purifiers etc. accounting for 6yo

of totalconsumption.

others include various load on power plugs which has a share of 2}ohof load.

7 6%



3.1.3 EQUIPMENT WISB ANALYSTS OF CAMpUS:

Equipment wise analysis has been performed in order to identify the equipments, within same

application area, which consume more power as compared to others. During equipment wise

anafysis of the overall campus, the equipments with power consumption less than I o/o of total

power consumption of the campus were ignored so as to make the analysis results simple and

easy to observe. Following chart summarizes the results of equipment wise analysis of power

consumption

Equipment wise consumption pattern of overall
campus

1% 2% L%

3% 1,%

AC consumes 17o/o of total power. For lighting, dominant appliance is the conventional

Ballast[Choke] tube light with l3% share and relatively efficient electronic Ballast[Choke] tube

lights and T5 lamps have negligible share. CFL has 3o/o share in total power consumption.

computers also have a contribution of 15% to totalpower consumption.

Resistance regulated fans have 42Yo share (35% new fans and 7% old fans) and electronic

regulated fans and efficient wall fans have negligible share in total power consumption.



Geysers with 5Yo share in total consumption are another significant contributor. Water coolers

(2%) and refrigerators (l%) and washing machine( 1%o) are other significant appliances.

3.2 HOSTELS

There are in all 3 hostels in Global Institutions, Amritsar. Out of these,2 are for boys and I for

girls. All hostels have capacities ranging from 100 to 200 seats. Most of the rooms are single

seated, but some hostels have four seated rooms as well. In single seated rooms, one tube light

and one ceiling fan has been provided while in four seated rooms, two tube lights and two ceiling

fans are provided. In addition, each hostel has a mess.

Hostel wise Consumption
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boys Hostel no. 2 has relatively less consumption as compared to other hostels. This may be due

to average occupancy, occupancy during vacations, architecture or practices.

3.2.1 LOCATION WISE ANALYSIS OF BUILDINGS:

The location wise analysis of all buildings done together suggests that maximum power

consumption after rooms is in toilets. The reason is mostly poor practices. It is a general

complaint of all supervisors that students DO NOT switch off the geyser after use. High

consumption of mess is not a surprise as they use a number of other appliances in addition to
general appliances in their kitchen.
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Location wise consumption pattern of hostels

7% f/a%

The rooms, consuming 97Yo of tohl consumption, have major role in reducing total energy

consumption, just by using better practices. Some students don't switch off the lights and/or fans

even when they are not in room. Most students keep their computer/laptop in standby mode all

the time" Lots of power is wasted due to these poor practices.

Toilets are also a major area to focus upon, from energy conservation point of view. Power

consumption here can largely be reduced by simply using geyser a little more wisely. In lighting

of toilets also, there is large potential of saving by using automation so that the light is not

switched on all the time.

Mess, though having smaller share in power consumption than above two, have large potential

for saving electric energy. Motion sensors can be utilized to automatically switch off the lights

when there is no motion in the corridors. Messes are more or less using electricity wisely and

have very low potential for reducing energy consumption (except in the case, LPG replaces

electricity completely for cooking purpose.)



3.2.2 APPLICATION WISE ANALYSIS OF HOSTELS

Application wise analysis helps to pinpoint the application areas to attain maximum savings with

minimum efforts. Application wise analysis of hostels indicates that air circulation consumes

more than 50% of the total power.

Application wise consumption pattern of hostels

Washing/Bathing/Cleaning comprises of geysers, washing machines etc. Here energy efficiency

mostly requires good practices.

Then are the air circulation comprising of fans, ACs and coolers etc. In this category, replacing

old appliances by new ones can be very helpful to energy efficiency. For example, resistance

regulators of flans may be replaced by efficient electronic regulators. Next is lighting which

consists of tube lights, CFLs, Incandescent light bulbs, halogen lamps etc. Here also, energy

efficient appliances can be used to reduce energy consumption.. Others (power plug load) are

having significant consumption share and offer very small space for reducing consumption.

3.2.3 EQUIPMENT WISE ANALYSIS OF HOSTELS:

Considering the viability of representation, the appliances having power consumption less than

lolohave been ignored while doing equipment wise analysis of Hostels.



Equipment wise consumption pattern of
hostels

1%

t, 4%

Fans and Tube lights are maximum power consuming appliances accounting for 59%a and

14% of total consumption. Geysers account for 1lYo of total consumption. Consumption in

water coolers is 4% of the total power consumption. All other devices have not that much

significant consumption.

3.3 DEPARTMENTS

Global Institutions has l l academic departments. Each department has laboratories, classrooms,

faculty rooms, and central facilities.

Following bar graph gives the totalpower consumption estimates of different departments:
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Department wise consumption
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Above chart shows the Workshops followed by Department of Computer science Engineering

and IT is the maximum power consuming depaftment. The other departments follow as shown

above.

3.3.1 LOCATION WISE ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENTS:

Location wise analysis of power consumption in departments points to a surprising fact that in

spite of ignoring the special equipments installed in the laboratories and taking into account only

general appliances, laboratories comprise nearly half of total power consumption of the

departments. The chart below summarizes the results of location wise analysis of deparlments:

Location wise consumption pattern of
depa rtments



So, laboratories consume 66%o of total power consumed in the departments" This is partly

because laboratories are large in number and partly because all the appliances are on for the

entire duration a laboratory is open. Many of the labs are air conditioned.

Faculty offices come second with 1l%o of total power consumption in departments. It is

important to note here that since the audit has been conducted in the months of February and

March. Classrooms consume 22oh, corridors 1o/o.

3.3.2 APPLICATION WISE ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENTS

Results of application wise analysis hint at excessive use of ACs, room coolers, room heaters

etc in departments. Also the office appliances (which include computers, printers, scanners etc.)

contribute largely to the total power consumption in the departments. The distribution of power

consumption by different application would be clearer from the distribution pie chart given

below

Application wise consumption pattern of
d e pa rtments

Comfort applications are consuming large power (25%). This clearly indicates that the ACs

and heaters are not used wiselv.



Office applications (32%) come second and its contribution is not a surprise due to large

number of computers in departments.

Air Circulation (24%) is third in the list. It can be brought down further by using modern

efficient appliances and automation.

Lighting have a share of l0%o, and electrical accessories have 9%o share in total consumption.

Others are insignificant.

3.3.3 Equipment wise Analysis of Departments..

Following chart has been generated from the equipment wise analysis of power

consumption in departments (ignoring the equipments having power consumption less than l %

of total power consumption):

Equipment wise consumption pattern of
departments

2%

AC is the second maximum power consuming appliance making up to 28yo of total power

consumption of the departments.

Computers account for maximum consumptio n of 35oh of total power consumption in

departments. Toh in computers with CRT monitor.



Conventional Ballast[Choke] tube lights have l0% share in total power consumption in

departments, CFLs have 7Yo, electronic Ballast[Choke] tube lights have negligible share in total

power consumed in departments.

260/o of total consumption is in fans (l7Yo in old fans and 7oh in new fans).

3.4 INSTITUTE CENTRAL FACILITIES

The energy audit of following units has been conducted and analyzed under lnstitute Central

Facilities:

1. AC Classrooms

2. . Laboratories

3" CentralLibrary

4. Auditorium

5. Communication Lab

6" Food Court

7. Sporls

8" Horse Riding Club

9" Hostels

Following bar chart gives an estimation of total power consumption in diffbrent Institute central

facilities
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As the bar chart suggests, AC Classrooms are the largest power consuming unit among the

institute central facilities. This is followed by food court and hostels in that order.

3"4.I APPLICATION WISE ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTE CENTRAL

FACILITIES:

Application wise analysis of power consumption in Institute Central Facilities indicates the

domination of comfort (AC, room cooler, room heater etc.) and office (computer, printer,

scanner, xerox machine etc.) appliances in these units and others include Refrigerator,water

cooler, coffee machine and power plug load. Following chart gives the distribution of power

consumption among different application areas in Institute Central facilities:

Application wise analysis of institute central
facilities

':

Comfort has a maximum of 38% share in total power consumption. Most of the places in the

Institute Central Facilities are air conditioned and also their usages are relatively higher. For

example, Central Library remains open for larger part of day and the study room also remains

open for 12 hours.

Office appliances have a share of 1lYo and dominant in this is the consumption of computers.

During the data collection, most of the computers in Library, Computer Center as well as in

offices were found to be in standbv mode.



Lighting accounts for 12oh of the total power consumption in Institute Central Facilities" Here

dominant lighting appliance shifts from conventional tube lights to CFLs. Except in the

administrative block, most of the places in Institute Central Facilities use CFLs for lighting.

The per cent consumption of air circulation appliances is as low as l6oh due to use of old fans.

Other major loads share 23o/o of the total power.

3"4.2 EQUIPMENT WISE ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTE CENTRAL FACILITIES:

Equipment wise analysis of power consumption in Institute Central Facilities makes the picture

clearer. Following chart summarizes the results

Equipment wise consumption pattern of central
facilities

It is important to state here that this equipment wise analysis has been carried out by ignoring a

large number of appliances having consumption less than I % to make the analysis work simpler"

ACs are found to be consuming as much as 43oh of the total power consumption in Institute

Central Facilities.

Computers account for 7Yo of total power consumption in Institute Central facilities.



CFLs and conventional tube lights have shares of ZYo and lTYo respectively in the total

consumption of Institute Central facilities.

Fans account only for 19% (8% new and 8% old) power consumption.

3.5 STREETS

power

Sodium Vapor lamps are dominant lighting source in the streets. Following table summarizes the

street lighting details:

6607.5

CATEGORY Power (W) No hr/day daylyr total power(kWh)

Iubelight 40 t6 l0

Sodium Vapour Lamp 250 26 7 i365

Total

26

2336

18943.5



4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BETTER ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Based on the analysis of the power consumption data, certain steps have been recommended

for improving energy efficiency of the campus. Complete cost analysis of implementation of
recommended measures has been performed wherever necessary. Also, a number of general

measures for energy efficiency have been listed" Described below are some important

recommendations for better energy efficiency:

4.1 REPLACING CONVENTIONAL BALLAST[CHOKE] FTLS WITH
LED FTLS:

Dominant light source at most places in the campus is traditional 40W FTLs with

conventional Ballast[Choke] which consumes 14-16W. As per our data collection, the campus

has in total l2l4 conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs. If these conventional BallastfChoke]s are

replaced by LED FTLs, 28W power can be saved per FTL.

TotalNo. of conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs in Campus : lTl4

Average Power of conventional Ballast[Choke] FTL : 56W

Average Power of LED FTL : 28W

Power saved per FTL: (56-28)W:28W

Total Power saving : 1214x28W = 33992W: 33.992kW

Average Use ofFTL per year = 270*7h:1890h

Total Energy saved per year : 33.992* 1890 kwh = 64244.88kWh

Saving in Rs" Per year : 64244.88*7 : Rs" 449714. I 6

Average Cost of Replacing each FTL: Rs. 300

TotalCost of Replacing all Conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs:300x1214: Rs. 364200

Capital Cost Recovery time :3642001449714.16=0.8 yr

Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing all conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs of the

campus is around 0.8 years
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4.2 REPLACING OLD FANS WITH NEW FANS

Most of the buildings in college campus are very old fans. . According to the data collected, there

are a total of 1 130 old fans. A saving of 42 W per fan can be obtained by replacing the old fans

with new ones.

Cost Analysis of Replacing old fans with new fans

Total no" of old fans in camPus: I130

Average power of old fan: 70W

Average power of new fan:28W

Power saved per fan:42W

Total Power saving: 1130x42= 47,46kW

Average use offans per year= 200*8: l600hrs

Total Energy saved per year :47.46*1600: 75936kWh

Saving in Rs. Per year : Rs 531 552

Average Cost of Replacing per fan: Rs 2800

Total Cost of Replacing all fans : Rs 3164000

Capital Cost Recovery time = 5.95yrs

Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing all old fans is approx 5.95 years.

4.4 REPLACING GEYSERS BY SOLAR WATER HEATING SYSTEM:

Geyser is the device with one of the highest consumption in hostels" It is the appliance where

maximum power is wasted. Heating water by electricity is the most inefficient way to heat water.

Altematively, heating water for bathing can be accomplished by solar water heating system.

Cost Analysis of Replacing Geysers by SIIHS

Cost of a domestic SWHS = Rs. 17000

Capacity of the SWHS: 100LPD
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Average Capacity of Geyser: 50L

No of geysers one SWHS can be used to replace = 2

Average power of Geysers:2kW

Average use per year: 5*180h:900h

Energy saved per year by replacing Geysers by SWHS :2'62*900kwh : 3600kwh

Saving in Rs. Per year: 3600*7: Rs. 25200

Capital Cost Recovery time : (17000X25200) : A.67 yr

Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing geysers by SWHS is 0.67 years. So, the step

of replacing geysers by SWHS will not only help in increasing energy efficiency, but also will

reduce the cost of bathing water.

4"5 USE OF MOTION SENSORS IN CORRIDORS AND TOILETS:

Corridors and toilets have large potential of saving energy by use of automation tools. Motion

sensors can be used there to automatically switch on the light when there is any movement and

switch off the light when there is no movement. This can greatly reduce the total load in

corridors and toilets.

Cost anulysis of Installing Motion Sensors in a Typical Corriclor:

Average number of tube lights in a corridor:4

Average power of the tube lights = 60W

Average number of motion sensors required: 3

Average reduction in usage per day by motion sensor:4h

Total energy saved in corridor per year = (4*60*4*365)/1000 =350.4 kwh
Saving in Rs. Per year = 350.4*7: Rs. 2452.8

Cost of installation per motion sensor = Rs. 250
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Total cost of installing motion sensors in a corridor : 3*250: Rs. 750 Capital

Cost Recovery Time : (75012452.8) : 0.3 yr

Hence, the capital cost recovery time for installing motion sensors in corridors is 0.3 years.

Toilets are also having comparable capital cost recovery time. Hence, this is a highly

recommended step to largely reduce the consumption in corridors and toilets.

4.7 BETTER PRACTICES FOR AC:

The institute has in total 124 ACs which make a very large part of total energy consumption

of the campus. But, at many places it was found that AC is not used with best recommended

practices. Even simple things, such as insulation, are not taken care of. Window panes were

found broken at many places. Also, at ceftain places ACs were found to be used without

keeping curtains. These poor practices account for increase in AC load and thus consumption.

Summarized below are some guidelines for most efficient use of ACs

Proper Insulation - Good quality insulation must be maintained in the air

conditionedrooms by keeping all doors and windows closed properly so as to prevent

cool air go out and hot air come in.

Curtains - Always keep curtains on windows to prevent direct sunlight inside the

roomto avoid heating of cooled air. This reduces AC load significantly.

Maintenance - Proper maintenance and cleaning of ACs is required at regular

intervalsto make it work at highest efficiency. Any dirt in filter may reduce efficiency

of ACs very significantly.

Operating - The ACs should be switched on l5 minutes before actual use and should

beswitched off before leaving the room.

4.8 USE OF MASTER SWITCH OUTSIDE EACH ROOM:

Installation of a master switch outside a room can make it easy for a person to switch off allthe

appliances of a room in case someone forgets to switch off while leaving the room. This can

help improving energy efficiency
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Appliance

t

Number Annual

Savings

(kWHr)

Annual

Savings

(Rs.)

Capital

Investment

(Rs.)

Payback

Period

(yrs)

BallastIChoke] t2t4 64244.88 4497 t4.16 364200 0.8

Fan I 130 75936 531552 3 r 64000 5.95

Geysers 2 3600 9720 25200 0.67

Motion

Sensors

J 292

-.:

788.4 2452,8 0.30
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5. EQUIPMENTS AND SOFTWARE USED

We would like to list here the equipments and software used in the project to make the

measurements and analyze the data.

5.1 DIGITAL LUXMETER

Digital Luxmeters are the devices used to measure luminosity level. Luminosity measurements

were performed at critical points.

5.2 ENEGY ANALYZER

Enercon make energy analyzer was used. This helps to capture the waveforms, current and

voltage variations.

5.3 MS-Excel

Datasheets were made in MS excel. Thereafter equipment wise analysis. application wise

analysis and location wise analysis was performed. This data was then exported into excel file

for graphical representation 
"

The above audit report has been prepared under my supervision and based on data gathered and

provided by Global Group of Institutions

Dr.

BEE certified
.

EA-5531

energy
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'l'his agreemcnt is maclc on 20th DECMIIBER , 2021 bchvcen SPITECO RECyCl,lNG, D-45,

Induslriul l,"ocirl I'oinl, Rrriliol, Lurlhiantr-l4ll06 ( Ilunj:rb ) hcrc in nllcr calletl Opcrator,

Rec5,clcr, B- WASI'B ltlicyCI"lNG tlrrough ils Mnnnging l'Rrlner, Mr. Anr:rnjol Singh.

ANI)

Global Group of lrrstitulcs, IItl' Kl\{ Stone, Sohian l(hurct, Anrrilsnr - Jantmu llighrvay,

r\i\,lRI'I'SAlt - 143501, (l'unjnb) here in rilicr cullcd f,'encrnlor lhrough its Cnrnpus Director,

Dr, IM.S. Saini.

Wherens

1. SPRECO RECYCLING is engaged in collection of E-Waste and recycling'

Z. T5e Generator clesires to get its E-rvaste , being generated at the prr:duction units mentioned

above as per the requireuren{ of Punjab Polltttion Control Board to be collected by the

aut6orizccl rccycler . to rvhich the recycler has agrecd on (he tenns and conditious in this

agreell'lent,

3. The generator shall not sell the E-rvaste 1o any otheL person or bill to any other person. In case

the generator sells tl.re E-was{e t0 any other person otlrer than Spleco Recycling . the ptesent

agreement shall be CANCEI-I'ED'

4. The ge.e'ator. shall ensure lhat the E-u,aste is packaged in a nragner r'vhiclr enables it suitable

fbr storage and tfanspot't and the tabeting ancl packaging shall be easily visible and be able to

rvirhstand physical conclitions ancl clinrate lactors, such packaging and labeling should be in

fullcomPliance of the rules'

5. through this agreenrettt, spreco Recycling comnlits to providing E-waste collection sewices

to the said genemtor

Spreco llecYcling shall provicle tlie generator with all the details of the E'waste nraterial that

rvill be lifted from generator site whenever desirtcl by the generator

Spreco RecYcling is also liabie in disposing oll' tnaterial as per the regulations laid undeL E-

\\'aste ntanagerllenl and handlirr g nrles.2011

ion to Spreco l{ec1'cling regarcling the generation ol'atl;' kind of E-rvaste

6.

li. l)
the responsibilitY ovsr course of this agreement'

(lnr,t.

- alEr.rrd



9. This

10. 'lhis agreentcnI lnny
ol' the parties lrercto.

I L A per.son lifting the E-waste

IN \lt'l'Nlts$ WIIIiRUOIT thc l,arrics
lirst hcrc in :rhoyc ryritien.

Place:

2Alnn02l lo t9ll2nA2Z.
, duly cxccuted by or on behalf

Agrecntcnl tlre day rucl l,ctr

lrom

have an Autlrorizution lettcr.

Iror Global

[,X fi.a* '

>.lt4a,

writing

IIor

i.

::t;;

a
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